
DS490 (INWARD OPENING) / DS491 (OUTWARD OPENING) 
BATH SCREEN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

- Open boxes with care and notify your supplier immediately if anything is damaged.
- Do not discard packaging and repack carefully if necessary.

TWO PERSON 
INSTALLATION 

REQUIRED 

- The bath rim must be flat and level, as Aqata bath screens are not suitable for roll-top or
stepped baths. Also ensure the bath is level using a spirit level on at least two diagonals.

- Check the bath has been sealed correctly and sealant is cured before attempting to install
the bath screen.

- We recommend sealing the bath prior to tiling, tiling down onto the bath & re sealing. The
floor area surrounding the bath should also be waterproof.

DS490 / DS491 

STEP 1 – WALL FIXING 
1a) Adjustable Wall Profile Jamb 1b) Slimline Wall Channel 

Comprises two aluminium sections - the wall mounted U channel (WMU) 
and the adjustable vertical section (AVS) into which the glass panel fits.  
The glass is held in place by a two-part seal system - 1 x L-shaped seal 
and 1 x serrated lock seal. It does not matter which seal is on the 
inside/outside of the enclosure. 

1. Remove five grub screws and separate WMU from AVS. Locate the
WMU in the correct position, 15mm in from the outside edge of the
shower tray, and vertically upright. Mark the five wall fixing points, then
drill and use appropriate plugs. Use stainless steel fixing screws provided
to secure WMU to wall ensuring that it remains vertically plumb.

2. Insert AVS into wall mounted WMU channel but do not insert fully!
Secure AVS with the five grub screws tightly to prevent any movement
whilst glass panel is fitted into it.

3. Carefully push the L shaped seal into the rebate within the AVS
ensuring that the lipped edge is located as per diagram.

4. With the aid of a second person, position glass panel at a slight angle,
offer glass up to L-shaped seal and gently push home. It is important
that the glass is fully located into the rebate and that the vertical edge of
the glass is in full contact with the L shaped seal. Depending on the
straightness of the wall it may be necessary to slacken off the five grub
screws to ensure that this can be achieved.

5. To avoid movement and possible scratching of profiles it is important
that the WMU and the AVS are tightly secured together with the five
grub screws prior to fitting the lock seal.

6. Double check that the lipped edge of the L-shaped seal is still located
properly. Offer up the lock seal and tap it into position to secure the
glass into the AVS. The lock seal is a tight fit and some resistance should
be expected. It is advisable to use a wooden block to protect the
leading edge of the lock seal and the glass. Start at the bottom and
work up and down the length of the seal, gradually knocking it further
and further in until it is fully located.

7. With the glass now secured into the AVS the panel can now be
adjusted by undoing the five grub screws and using the telescopic
adjustment between AVS and WMU.

8. Once all adjustments have been made and before silicone sealing, fit
cover strip to WMU.

Comprises one aluminium wall channel (AWC), 1 x L shaped seal and 1 x 
serrated lock seal. 

1. Place the AWC in the correct position, 15mm in from the outside edge of
the shower tray & vertically upright. Mark the five wall fixing points, then drill
& use appropriate plugs.  Use stainless steel fixing screws provided to secure
AWC to wall, ensuring that it remains vertically plumb.

2. Carefully push the L shaped seal into the rebate within the AWC ensuring
that the lipped edge is located.

3. With the aid of a second person, position glass panel at a slight angle, offer
glass up to L-shaped seal and gently push home. It is important that the glass
is fully located into the rebate and that the vertical edge of the glass is in full
contact with the L-shaped seal.

4. Double check that the lipped edge of the L-shaped seal is still located
properly. Offer up the lock seal and tap it into position to secure the glass
into the AWC. The lock seal is a tight fit and some resistance should be
expected. It is advisable to use a wooden block to protect the leading edge
of the lock seal and the glass. Start at the bottom and work up and down the
length of the seal, gradually knocking it further and further in until it is fully
located.



STEP 2 – HANGING GLASS AND GLASS ADJUSTMENT 

3a) Glass to Glass Hinge 3b) Glass to Glass Hinge Adjustment   

  

1. To fit the glass to glass hinge, undo the Allen bolts and remove the backing 
plates from the hinges. Locate the front part of the hinge onto the outside 
of the fixed glass panel and refit backing plates onto the inside of the fixed 
glass panel with the Allen bolts. Do not fully tighten Allen bolts at this stage. 
Important: The female part of the hinge attaches to the fixed glass of the 
enclosure; the male part will attach to the door glass. 
 

2. With assistance from a second person, locate the door glass onto the male 
parts of the hinge. There are stickers on the glass to indicate which is the 
top/outside. Re-position the backing plates onto the male part of the hinge 
and refit Allen bolts. 

 

3. Check the alignment of the fixed glass and door glass. The top of the two 
glass panels should be level and the gap between the glass panels should be 
approx. 12mm. There is a limited amount of glass adjustment available 
within the hinge to obtain correct glass height adjustment. To adjust glass, 
slacken Allen bolts and move glass within hinge. 

 
4. Once the alignment of the panels has been completed, ensure all Allen bolt 

are properly tightened. Do not fit the decorative cover plates to the hinges 
until all final adjustments have been made. 

STEP 3 – VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SEALS 
 

Seal A 
Fits between fixed glass panel & a hinged door/panel 

Seal B 
Fits to bottom edge of folding panel 

  

STEP 4 – SILICONE SEALING 
Silicone sealing should take place once all adjustments have been made and all cover plates/strips have been fitted. 
Use a good quality sanitary grade silicone sealant and allow 24 hours for the silicone to cure before using enclosure. 

4a) Outside View 4b) Inside View   

 

 

TO SEAL VERTICALS 
Inside – Seal joint between aluminium sections and tiled walls to full height 
Outside – Seal joint between aluminium sections and tiled walls to full height 
 
TO SEAL HORIZONTALS 
Inside – Seal the lower edge of fixed panel to bath but do not seal any metalwork on the inside horizontal to ensure that any water drains back into the bath 
Outside – Seal lower edge joint of fixed panel to bath (inc. metalwork) 
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